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Finger Lakes
Lakes Trellis
Trellis Supply
Supply
Finger

High Density Apple & Grape Trellis Specialist
Deer Fence - Wildlife Control - Bird Netting
Harvest Supplies - Posts, Anchors & Wire - Loppers
Ocean Organics Nutrients - Fence and Trellis Supplies
Organic Products - Equipment Sales & Rental
Visit us ONLINE at www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
Call us at 315-904-4007
E-mail us at sales@fingerlakestrellissupply.com

Buy On-Line!

Stop in and see us at
4041A Railroad Ave,
Williamson, NY
All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints
14589

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!
*V.D.A. —Volume Discounts May Apply!

ANCHORS

POSTS

HELIX EARTH ANCHORS

PRESSURE TREATED WOOD POSTS

For tying supports to end post anchors, Made in USA

Looking for a few posts or a truckload? We’re your post specialists.
We pride ourselves in selling quality, long lasting posts. If you’re
looking for the cheapest post you can find, you won’t find it here.
We sell posts we can stand behind, mainly Southern Yellow Pine
and Lodge Pole posts. We have found that these are the best
pressure treated posts that last the longest in our region. We’re
your source for all apple, grape and hops applications!
Not sure what you need? Send us a sketch or some details, our
staff can help you determine what your needs are to achieve a
long lasting trellis system!

3/4” x 48” x 6” Helix
1/2” x 30” x 4” Helix

Install

Adaptor for PTO Auger Unit
-A “must have” for anchor installation,
adaptor attaches to your PTO auger
to easily install your helix anchors

MANY SIZES AVAILABLE & IN STOCK!

Diameters range from 2.5” - 6/7”
Lengths up to 22ft
HAVE THEM SHIPPED DIRECT!

TRUCKLOAD PRICING AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST!

DOUBLE HELIX EARTH ANCHOR
-Developed for FLTS!! Strongest hold for
the most difficult soils! Made in the USA!
7/8” x 60” x 4” & 6” Helixes
*V.D.A.
3/4” x 48” x 4” & 6” Helixes
*V.D.A.

-Made in the USA- welded eye, better metals,
higher standard of quality than imports
-Built for Finger Lakes Trellis Supply,
-Applications for hail net systems, green

LODGE POLE–Slow growth, tall & straight. Random limbs, less
knots makes for stronger posts. Best availability of 10' &
12' .40CCA treated posts
SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE–Strongest, heaviest and proven to
be the longest lasting post available! .40CCA or .60CCA marine
grade available!
ORGANIC CEDAR- **Non-treated. Call for availability or VDA

houses, hoop houses and anchoring in
difficult soils
-Approved by the state of Florida for Hurricane
anchoring - 6,000lb. pull test!
-Non-stocked item, made to order

GRIPPLE ANCHORS & GPAK CABLES
-Gripple Anchor 3
-Gripple Anchor 4
-Anchor Install Driver
-GPAK3-15' 3mm 880lb
-GPAK4-16.5' 4mm 1320lb

Anchor

Time and labor saving, tested
GPAK globally in a variety of soil types.
Universal end for both wooden and
metal posts. Heavy galvanization
for maximum corrosion resistance.
Easily tensioned/re-tensioned with
Gripple Torq Tool or Contractor
Tool. Pull test data sheet for
Anchor 3 available, rates between
1,400 & 1,900lbs, depending on
soil type. Anchor 4 has larger
anchor and cable for more strength

H-BRACE PINS
FAST EASY INSTALLATION
5” Pins & 10” Pins

VICEBITE

E-store fltsupply.com
sales@fingerlakestrellissupply.com
315-904-4007

Good Fences Make Good Neighbors

STOP IN AND CHECK OUT OUR SHOWROOM!
POSTS & WIRE

HIGH TENSILE WIRE
Looking for a quality H/T wire? You’ve come to the
right place. FLTS does not sell poor quality, low
priced, Chinese export wire. You work hard, so do
we. We want you to get the best product
available, so you’re not spending time & money
doing it again.

METAL NOTCHED POSTS

BETTER– 12.5ga 200ksi Class III 4,000'
-Thread Laid Coil will lie
flat when unpackaged on
a Spinning Jenny and will
not spring, or spiral
while unrolling during
pay-out. The process also
helps to prevent the
wire from knifing in and
tangling.

Various styles and sizes available for any of
your trellising needs. Call us today!
Vineyard tested and approved! These
heavy-duty posts have been the
staple for years! Hot rolled posts
allow for surface rust, for more
natural look, while the galvanized
posts retain rust-proofing from the
galvanizing process! Rolled edge, so
the edges aren’t sharp!

ROLLED EDGE

Notched Post
8’ - 12ga galvanized
8’ - 13ga hot rolled
9’ - 12ga galvanized
9’ - 13ga hot rolled
9’ - 12ga galvanized

BEST- 12.5ga 200ksi Class III 4,000' USA
-Torsion Free & Thread
laid wire has the same
benefits as a Thread Laid
Coil, an additional special
process, removes
“recoiling” effect. Safer
and easier to work with. Saves time and money!
-Volume Discounts Apply! Wire prices fluctuate due
to market conditions. Call for quote.

SOFT WIRE

1,000' and 2,600' reels available
12.5, 14, 16, and 19ga available

H/T WIRE TIGHTENERS
In-Line Kiwi USA Winder w/ Spring
-Safer to install with permanent spring
held latch
Dura-Line Monofilament (Polyamide) is ideal for
trellising requirements in vineyards and fruit
orchards. Other applications for Dura-line include all
fencing and protective netting installations. Duraline is an available alternative to High Tensile wire.
Dura-Line offers economical and long-lasting service.





In-Line Winder Tool
-Specialty tool for in-line
Kiwi winders

On-Line EZ Daisy Winder

High-tensile polyamide (PA6)
Low-elongation
UV and weather-stabilized

-Installed without having to
cut the wire

Product

mm/gauge

Breaking force

length

Dura-Line
Dura-Line
Dura-Line

2.5/12.5
3.0/11.0
4.0/8.0

750lbs
900lbs
1200lbs

6700ft
4850ft
2800ft

Mono On-Line
Winder

On-Line Winder Tensioner
-Specialty tool for on-line
winders

**All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
YOUR SOURCE FOR GRIPPLE AG PRODUCTS!

As a distributor for Gripple, we offer a full
range of products for the joining and
tensioning of fencing and trellising. Gripple
products significantly reduce the amount of
time and labor needed to install and maintain
your fence/trellis!

-Join and tension wire
in seconds!
-No knotting, twisting or
bending of awkward
wire!
-Ideal for economical &
fast repairs!
-Re-tension easily year
after year!

GRIPPLE CONTRACTOR TOOL
-Stronger and more robust than ever!
Gripple Kits-Each package
-All metal construction for added durability contains TORQ tool and Gripples
-10:1 mechanical advantage, same tension TORQ Tool + 50 GP Med
TORQ Tool + 200 GP Med
less effort! Long handles, gear driven.
TORQ Tool + 30 GP Lrg

Gripple GPAK (aka) Anchor Post Kits

GRIPPLES
Product

gauge

GP Small
GP Medium
GP Large
GP Jumbo
**Volume

17-13ga
660lbs.
14-10ga
880lbs.
10-7.5ga
1320lbs.
12.5-10ga 1320lbs.
discounts available ,
discounts!

Gripple TORQ Tool

load

bulk box

800pcs
200pcs
120pcs
120pcs
call for

Gripple 200 Medium
BULK Jar

Gripple GPAK (aka) ‘H’ Brace Kits for 8’ H/T
GPAK4 20' 4mm 1320lb
GPAK4 16.5' 4mm 1320lb

Gripple Twister

Gripple Cable Cutter
Heavy Duty by-pass cutters for
clean cuts up to 4.00mm wire.

great heavy duty
option for cutting
HT wire.

GPAK4 16.5' 4mm 1320lb

GPAK3 15' 3MM 880LBS

This tool not only tensions wire but
regulates the load applied too,
delivering consistent results every time,
maximizing the
life of the wire.

Gripple HT Wire
Cutter- Blue handle

GPAK3 15' 3mm 880lb

Gripple Tool Bag
Canvas work bag,
specially designed for
easy access to your
Gripples and tools.

Quick and easy way to
keep loose cabling
contained neatly to
the wire

Gripple “T” Clip
-Forget knotting or stapling at the end
posts
-Use a Gripple T-Clip to start
or end fencing
-No need to cut excess wire
-Works on 14-10ga.

Decades Of Experience Professionally Building Fence And Trellis
Systems For Innovative Growers; A Lifetime Of Integrity.
-Todd R. Smith
STOP IN AND VISIT US!
In field applications

The key to capitalizing on the whole Gripple system lies in
the TORQ Tool. This gear driven tool provides a 6:1
mechanical advantage resulting in maximum tension with
a minimal effort!
Shown on the left is
an example of a GP
Large on an end
post anchor on a
young vineyard.
In the center is an
example of a
GPAK in an
orchard
On the left is the
TORQ Tool in action.
Todd is demonstrating
the use of ‘the 60
degree angle,
equilateral triangle’
The most effective
anchoring system.

Pictured right, GP
Mediums and Gripple
Twisters on a deer fence
application. Used
together, these allow for
even tension and clean
wire ends.

Pictured right, Gripple “T”
Clips can be used for a
variety of appli-cations.
Shown here is an end
post section of a deer
fence with the “T” Clip
used for a starting point .

On the right is
a close-up shot
of the Gripple
Plus and a
twister tying
off a loose wire.

In the center and
on the right are
examples of Gripples being used
for tensioning
trellis wires in
both orchard and
vineyard
applications

All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!

CALL US FOR PROJECT ESTIMATES

The Tree Stabilizer System is an alternative
to costly wood or conduit method. This proven
stabilizing system can be installed faster and at
a fraction of the cost. These stabilizers are
attached quickly with inexpensive crimps
utilizing the Kwikrimp tool.
The Tree Stabilizer System and the Kwikrimp
System was developed by Fred Smith (IFS) and
perfected by Todd Smith (Finger Lakes Trellis
Supply) and innovative Wayne County (NY)
apple growers.

NEW KWIKRIMP GUN!
Kwikrimp gun (only 7lbs) efficiently
attaches tree stabilizer to trellis wire

WALK-THROUGH ROW

Kwikrimps
Comes in boxes of
7,300 or 10,800

SAVE $ THOUSANDS ON CONDUIT!
Tree Stabilizers come in 1,000 and 5,000 piece bundles, smaller bundles available upon request.
MANY SIZES AND GAUGES AVAILABLE!
Discounts apply towards larger orders! Contact us for pricing

E-store fltsupply.com
sales@fingerlakestrellissupply.com
315-904-4007

Supporting Innovative Growers!

TREE TRAINING & SUPPORT
U-HOOKS

Quick and easy way to hold trees or branches to wire. Made of metal

BRANCH TRAINING

and do not expand to accommodate for tree or vine growth.
2.5” U-Hooks 3,000
3” U-Hooks 2,500

ANCH BENDI

BR

MORE FRUIT
FASTER!

NG

TREE FIX
Specially designed rubber bands for
tying trees to stakes or trellis wire.
6cm tree fix- branches/small tree
2,640/bag
7cm trunk fix– nursery tree to wire/stake
2,640/bag
8cm tree fix- branches/small tree
2,200/bag
11cm tree fix- tree to conduit/bamboo
1,230/bag
16cm tree fix- tree to conduit/bamboo
1,070/bag
21cm tree fix- small tree to stake
720/bag

AGLOK
UV stabilized (black), or non-UV stabilized
Agtie (green). Available in 11.5’ pre cut or
in 150’ and 500’ rolls.
Aglok (black) 11.5”/1,000pc
Agtie (green) 11.5”/1,000pc
Aglok (black) 500’ roll
Agtie (green) 11.5”/5,000pc

TODD TRAINING RODS

More Fruit—Faster!!

Fast, cheap! “Bend off” limb slightly below 90 degree angle.
Hook around branch to wire or tree. Re-use or let it rust
away! 20” 19ga. Black annealed
1000pcs/BDL - $26.97

GHENT TRAINING RUBBER BANDS
UV Resistant, fully bio-degradable

Cane Fix +/- 6 months- Grapevines, Bramble
Canes to wire. Nursery trees to training stake.
6cm 1175pc/bag Twig
Fix +/- 6 months- Bend and spread small apple
twigs
10cm 880pc/bag
Pear Fix +/- 3 months- Bend and spread apple &
pear twigs.
22cm 350pc/bag

SPREAD-LOK CLIP
Used to fasten string/tie into ground. “W”
expands once driven into ground to firmly
hold string/tie in place.
Easily installed with insertion tool

SPREAD-LOK CLIP INSERTION TOOL

All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
If you don’t see it here ask us !
VINE & TREE STAKES, CLIPS & TIES
BAMBOO POLES
4' x 1/2”
5' x 3/8”
5' x 1/2”
7' x 5/8”
9' x 1”
9'7” x 1”
10' x 1”

250pcs/bale
500pcs/bale
250pcs/bale
100pcs/bale
50pcs/bale
40pcs/bale
25pcs/bale

TUBING
Hollow UV resistant plastic tube for hand
tying. Sold by the ball (500’) or by the
skein/weight- lengths are approximate.
Easily cut with Ring Knives (see Harvesting
Supplies). Black Poly 3mm (1650’ skein)

Call for price
Call for price
Call for price
Call for price
Call for price
Call for price
Call for price

PLANT STAKE CLIPS
UV stabilized, holds
steel/fiberglass stake
secure to 12.5ga
wire & mono-filamet

FIBERGLASS STAKES - UV stabilized 20yrs
4' x 1/4” 100pcs/pkg
5' x 1/4” 100pcs/pkg

Call for price

CATCH WIRE CLIPS
-Holds wire securely, Attaches to post by
nail, wire can be attached or detached
by hand
**nails not included
12.5-14ga. 100/package
12.5-14ga. 5,000/package

FRED POLE CLIPS -Securely holds conduit/

CATCH WIRE C-CLIPS
Used for securing bird netting or catch
wires 12.5-14 ga. 500/package

bamboo to 12.5ga H/T wire
#1-1/2” 500/box
#2-3/4” 500/box

JR CLIP

WIRE TIES –DOUBLE LOOP

1.33 Studded T-Post

9” galv. 14ga wire tie 2,500/roll
9” galv. 13ga wire tie 2,500/roll
12” galv. 14ga wire tie 2,500/roll

2,500pcs

T-CLIPS

KLIPON

Used for stabilizing trees or training tomatoes
1,000pcs or 9,250pcs

Strong, and economical, ideal for tying
various crops to support wires. UV stabilized
and reusable.

3”
3”
4”
4”
6”
8”

Additional
sizes & styles
available!

Fiberglass Stake Clip
16mm/500pcs

KiwiKlip
Vine Tie
Trellis Ties
HD GRIPKLIP NEW!!
Fruit Tree Ties
Tree Ties

1,000/bag
1,000/bag
1,000/bag
1,000/bag
500/bag
100/bag
TWIST TIES -Plastic & Paper

TAPENER TOOL
This tape tool machine ties various
types of plants to stakes and
trellising wires with Tie Tape. The
Duratool increases your efficiency
and is much faster than using twist
ties or loose pieces of tape.

6'' and 8'' 1,000pcs bundles.

250m & 500m

TAPENER TIE TAPE AND SUPPLIES

Twist Tie Tool
Quickly & efficiently
twist and cuts ties!

Steel Stake Clip
10mm/600pcs

STAPLE GUNS

OCEAN ORGANICS
SEAWEED EXTRACT

Best Wire Fence Stapling Systems,
Delivering A Better Result, Faster
And Safer Than Hand Hammering.

Seaweed Extract Program
Reduces Bitterpit
Improves Red Fruit Color
Increases BRIX

Impulse STOCK-ade ST-400i
-Paslode Impulse Technology
-Portable, Cordless, Lightweight Design
-Adjustable Depth of Drive
-9 Gauge 1 1/2", 1 3/4" & 2" Barbed Staples TopLoad
Magazine
-Sequential Trigger System
-Staple Wire Angle Guide ensures correct placement

STOCK-ade ST-400
-Durable Construction
-Powerful Pneumatic Technology
-9 gauge, 1 1/2", 1 3/4" and 2" Barbed Staples
Class 3 Galvanized Staples
-Sequential Trigger System
-Adjustable Air Deflector
-Lightweight 8.2 lbs, Plastic carrying case Depth/
Drive attachment included

STOCK-ade ST-315 Staples
10 1/2 gauge 1 1/2"
Class 3 galvanized staples 2100
staples per box

STOCK-ade 400 Staples
9 gauge 1 3/4"
Class 3 galvanized staples 1200 staples
per box

Don'

Applying KDL immediately
before an expected frost can
help increase potassium and
sugar levels within the plant and
temporarily put the plant into a
more “winterized”
or hardened mode, where its
tissue is better able to survive
cold temperatures. Every frost
event is
different and KDL may not be
effective in all conditions. KDL is
designed to enhance plant
tolerance to frost, but is not
designed to protect against
severe or extended frost or
freeze events.

•Improve Plant Health And Vigor
•Increase Cell Wall Strength
•Increase Root Mass
•Increase Chlorophyll Content
•Improve Photosynthetic Efficiency
•Increase Antioxidant Levels

fertility combining zinc and
manganese phosphite.
SysstemReady™ is designed
for early season use in a wide
variety of row crops to meet
peak nutrient demand timing
for zinc and manganese.
Proper nutrient balance is
critical to maintaining overall
plant health, proper
physiologically development
and maximizing yield. Applying
Sysstem-Ready™ early season
on conventional and/or
glyphosate tolerant crops will
prevent and/or correct
micronutrient deficiencies
ensuring that maximum yield.

-Durable Construction
-Powerful Pneumatic Technology
-Drives Stockade 10 Gauge 1 1/2" staples
Class 3 Galvanized staples
-Sequential Trigger System, Adjustable Air
Deflector
-Lightweight 6.6 lbs, Plastic carrying case
-Depth of Drive attachment included

®

• Improve Stress Tolerance to:
- High temperatures (heat)
- Drought
- Saline conditions
- Diseases
• Delay Plant Decline

Sysstem-Ready™ is a foliar

STOCK-ade ST-315

KDL

The most complete offering of high-performance,
environmentally sustainable plant products
available. First and foremost, all our liquids
contain a generous portion of seaweed extract,
which has been shown to:

t Let
F
Your rost Des
troy
Crop
s!

Wine grape growers in the
USA, Australia and South
Africa successfully use KDL,
beginning at veraison, to
encourage uniform berry
maturation and to increase
color density. Due to climate
conditions and other
reasons, many growers
experience a slow down or in
some cases a stoppage of
maturation. KDL can alleviate
this problem while
promoting uniform ripening
and maturation, which
enhances quality and
minimizes harvesting costs.

Bitter pit, a disorder
most commonly
linked to calcium
deficiencies in the
fruit, is one of those
difficulties. And it can
happen to anybody.
Sysstem®-Cal, is a calcium
and copper foliar fertilizer
designed to improve fruit
quality and firmness. Soil
available calcium does not
move easily within plants
because it translocates mainly
within the tranpirational
system – moving generally to
the leaves – where it gets
bound in cell wall structures.
Sysstem- Cal is specifically
designed for foliar use to
address this issue and supply
calcium directly to the fruit.
Sysstem-Cal links calcium to a
unique trans locating
mobility-ion that greatly
improves calcium uptake and
mobility.

The data shows that KDL treated
grapes had higher levels of important
color components like the
anthocyanins and lower levels of the
bitter flavor component, caftaric acid,
as well as higher brix. But even more
importantly, the juice data shows that
KDL did NOT negatively affect either
the pH or potassium levels

FINGER
LAKES
TRELLIS
SUPPLY IS
GROWER
DRIVEN

Questions about a foliar-nutrent program for your crops? Call us, we’ll point you in the right direction! 315-904-4007

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!
PLACE ORDERS BY PHONE, E-MAIL OR WEB!

HIGH TENSILE DEER FENCE
8’ DEER FENCE H/T FIXED KNOT

ME!

12”

GALVANIZED STEEL DEER GATES
Constructed of 1 7/8" galvanized, high strength steel
tubing, zinc coated inside and out. All gates are 8' 2" tall.
4” x 4" -6ga mesh. Gate hinges/hardware included! Horizontal
bars are saddle notched and welded for superior strength.
Sizes Available - 4’x 8’, 6’x 8’, 8’ x 8’, 10’x 8’, 12’x 8’, 16’ x 8’,
18’ x 8’

Install Faster!
Rent our 3-PT
hydraulic
fence
stretcher!

4’ X 8’

12”

10’X 8’

2096-3

RENT

2096-6

12”

HIGH TENSILE 12.5ga Class III Galvanized woven
fixed knot fence. Top and bottom wires are 12
gauge, averaging 210,000 psi- the strongest in
the entire industry. Quality wire!
2096-12-330 -12” spacing-8ft x 330ft
2096-6-330 -6” spacing-8ft x 330ft
2096-3-165 –3” spacing-8ft x 165ft

2096-12

1375-12

BEST VALUE DEER FENCE, for BIG Jobs!
660 FEET! H/T 12.5ga Class III
Galvanized woven fixed knot fence.
1375-12-660 –12”spacing-75”tall x 660’
SAVE $$ utilizing less expensive 10’ line
posts, less splicing, less labor!

6”

3”

E-store fltsupply.com
sales@fingerlakestrellissupply.com
315-904-4007

Good Fences Make Good Neighbors.

KEEP YOUR CROPS SAFE WITH US!
BLACK POLY DEER FENCE & ACCESSORIES
‘VIRTUALLY INVISIBLE’ BLACK POLY DEER FENCE
For year-round protection against deer and other large animals.
Less costly than conventional heavy metal deer fencing while
exhibiting strengths far superior than most commonly sold black
polypropylene deer fencing found on the market today. Designed for easy landscaper or homeowner installation around
your entire property, small beds, gardens, orchards or even cut
and staked around individual trees. Made from corrosion proof
materials, this fence is carbon black with added UV protection
allowing for maximum flex, strength and durability. Easily attaches to angle steel line posts or heavy duty round fence posts
while blending into your surrounding property for invisibility
and an aesthetically pleasing design.
-Strong and versatile
-1.77” x 1.96” Mesh– cheaper & stronger than the competition
-light & easy to install, reusable
-UV stabilized poly propylene

STD CFlex 7.5’x330’
600lb load/sq ft, 10-16yr life
CFlexP 7.5’x164’
750lb load/sq ft, 15-20yr life
MAX HD 8’x165’
950lb load/sq ft, 20+ yr life

*V.D.A
*V.D.A
*V.D.A

STEEL INVISIBLE WEB HEX PVC COATED FENCE
-“Chew proof” PVC coated black galvanized
20ga. steel hex wire, 20-25 year life
-1” Hexagonal mesh size
3’x150’
**Other sizes available for special order

DEER GATES
Available in 8ft, 10ft, 12ft, 14ft,
16ft and 18ft sizes.
Call for more info.

12” KINKED STAKES
Stakes for keeping the deer
from going under the fence.

9/16 HOG RINGER GUNS
Great for attaching fence to perimeter
wire
Stanley Hog Ringer Gun
2500 9/16” H/D Hog Rings

DEER FENCE END & INSIDE
CORNER SYSTEM
8' - 2.5” diameter posts
End System– 2pack
Inside Corner System
MONOFILAMENT WINDER

All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!

DON’T SEE IT HERE…. ASK US!
WILDLIFE CONTROL
DEER SOAP
Deer Soap Bars are formulated to
replace the discontinued Cashmere
Bouquet soap. Made for orchard use,
the strong scented tallowate base
makes deer uncomfortable. Biodegradable & environmentally friendly!
Made in the USA!
Whiff Bars 500/bag

POLY DEER FENCES

When you need a strong deer fence,
think C-Flex. This black utility fence
can be used as a durable deer fence,
perimeter fence, landfill fence, or
debris fence. This long-lasting mesh
has endless applications! Features
1.77" x 1.97" mesh openings.

-Lightweight
-Easy to carry
-UV stabilized and long lasting
-Won’t rust, rot or corrode
-Strong
-Reusable
-Recyclable

BLUE-X® Treeshelters
are designed to protect
seedlings and accelerate
early growth. BLUE-X®
Treeshelters are placed
around seeds, seedlings
or transplants at planting
time, or retro-fitted to
existing seedlings.
BLUE-X® Treeshelters
create a beneficial
microclimate inside the
shelter for each seedling,
with:
-Increased humidity
-Higher CO2 levels
-Reduced drying and
mechanical damage caused
by wind
-Reduction of harmful UV
light
-Beneficial blue light effect

CALL FOR A QUOTE!

C-Flex P is recommended
for areas that experience
heavy deer trafﬁc. Extremely
durable, this Tenax utility
net can also be used as a
perimeter fence. This
versatile, long-lasting fence
has endless applications.

*52:/,.( $352

SHELLT® grow tubes protect young
vines and orchard trees, improve their
WELFARE, and accelerate their
GROWTH, saving time and money.
Ready to use, and easy to install and
remove with two simple clicks, no
tools or ties needed. It takes only five
seconds to install, and five seconds to
remove, saving time and money
Easy to remove, with no tools and no
damage to the plant, and to store for
the next use Made of robust 100%
recyclable plastic, with UV inhibitors
for many years of use
For organic and traditional methods
Protects from animals, equipment,
sun, wind, and undesired chemicals
All SHELLT® grow-tubes store flat,
saving warehouse space in between
uses
They are all also easily stackable to
make it longer and/or wider
SHELLT® grow tubes are being used
with success on grape vines and
orchard trees, such as almond, walnut,
avocado, pistachio, kiwi, goji,
blueberries.

ALL POLY DEER FENCES COME IN
VARIOUS SIZES!

Cintoflex fences are ideal for creating
temporary or permanent containment
fencing areas at almost any site. These
fences have a multitude of uses,
guaranteeing optimal visibility and
allowing good airflow. This specially
stretched, wide meshed fencing mimics
the texture of cloth or welded wire,
with knots at four corners of the
squares. These mesh sizes are perfect
to protect the perimeter of any
property or construction site and to
prevent and control of debris spread.
.

Ultramax Fencing is the
strongest poly fencing
available on today’s market.
This deer fence features
rounded tensile strands that
will resist the stretching and
sagging that may occur,
unlike netting fences sold
elsewhere and in big box
stores. 1400 lb. break strength

CALL FOR YOUR DEER FENCE
SOLUTION TODAY!

sales@fingerlakestrellissupply.com
315-904-4007

Supporting Innovative Growers!
STOP BIRDS FROM COSTING YOU $$$
BIRD CONTROL
Bird Gard utilizes the innate power of
the natural survival instincts of birds to
effectively repel them. Digital recordings of distressed and alarmed birds, along with the sounds made
by their natural predators are broadcast through high fidelity weatherresistant speakers. This triggers a primal fear and flee response. Pest
birds relocate to where they can feed without feeling threatened.

BIRD SCARE PREDATOR EYE
The 'eye' on each panel of the PREDATOR EYES
represent that of a predator bird that scares pest
birds away. Specify Black or Yellow

BIRD SCARE REFLECTIVE TAPE

These systems come with a customized, replaceable chip, each programmed with up to 8 different scare calls. If you’re interested in a
system, give us a call, we will forward you the list of the available chips

Inexpensive reflective flash tape aids in
scaring birds. Even a slight breeze will cause
strips of this lightweight, holographic bird scare
tape to flicker in the sunlight and make a noisy
crackle

BIRD GARD PRO PLUS
-Protects up to 3 acres (1.2 hectare)
-Includes 2 speakers
-Sound card easily replaceable
-Solar panel option available

STAINLESS STEEL BIRD SPIKES
Long lasting physical barrier, stops infestations,
eliminates health and injury risks, clean-up costs,
non-lethal to birds. 10ft strip

BIRD GARD SUPER PRO
-Protects up to 6 acres (2.4 hectares)
-Includes 4 speakers
-Optional metal speaker enclosure
-Sound card easily replaceable
-Solar panel option available

BIRD PROOF GEL
Bird proof is a long lasting, non-toxic , tacky bird
repellant for use on ledges, sills, beams, rafters,
and hundreds of other indoor and outdoor locations where ‘nuisance birds’ alight of roost. Nontoxic

BIRD PROOF SPRAY
Non-toxic formula makes a surface sticky and uncomfortable to birds. Available as Goose-Chase or FruitShield (designed specifically for crows)

BIRD GARD SUPER PRO PA4
-Protects up to 6 acres (2.4 hectares)
-Drives 1-4 PA speaker
-Sound card easily replaceable in the field
-Ideal for large birds and waterfowl including:
wild turkey, geese, rook, heron
-Solar panel option available

BIRD GARD PRO AMP

Harvest Bins
Call For Price

-Protects 15 to 30 acres (12 hectares)
-Includes 20 speakers
-Includes solar panel
-Sound card easily replaceable in the field

SOMETHING YOU DON'T SEE?
CALL US!!

Call for pricing
**More models & options available, call us!

All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!
*V.D.A. —Volume Discounts May Apply!

BIRD/ ICE WINE NETTING
PROGUARD SIDE NETTING
Stays up all
year!

Trains shoots!

Fewer large
insects and
MALB!

17' x 1,000'
*V.D.A.
Premium Easy Fit 3/4” mesh
17' x 1,000'
*V.D.A.
Super Premium Easy Fit 3/4” mesh
17' x 500'

A

*V.D.A.

*NEW* Super Premium Hex Net 6” Mesh
17' x 500' *V.D.A.

Premium grade: made from 230 Denier HDPE monofilament, lasts up to 3-6

!

or
F
l
l
Ca

Improved
bird control

Premium Flex Net, 3/4” mesh
17' x 500'
17' x 5,000'
*V.D.A
Super Premium Flex Net 3/4” mesh

Other key benefits!
-15+ year service
-Hail protection
-Thermal effect
-Reduced sunburn
-Improved spray
coverage!
-Vine Morphology
-Ice Wine
-No special equipment needed
-Easy to install
43" x 3,280'
31" x 3,280'

te
Quo

NETTING HOOKS
-Double barbed hook
made specifically for
netting

seasons
Super Premium grade: made from 550 Denier HDPE monofilament, lasts up to 6-10 seasons

Side Applied Netting
Protect your investment! Side applied netting
reduces the amount of loss drastically by
keeping birds from making a meal out of your
crop!
Nobody wants to find out that they've lost all of
their hard work when it could have been
prevented, with costs as low as $0.14 a foot
you can't afford not to protect your grapes!
Not only is this product easy to install but it is
cost effective!

CALL FOR PRICE!

Mechanical
harvest!

VINEYARD NET BAG -used to store any netting

NETTING APPLICATOR
-New improved
boom for smooth
net flow
-3 point hitch
-call for price, avail
ability & shipping

TAG-IT GUN
Fast and economical way to join and close
bottom and top then “pop open” for leaf
removal & harvest.
Tag-It Barbs 5000 pcs

ORNEX NETTING
Effective protection from predatory
birds. Can prevent or inhibit the
biological process of growth.
14’ x 1,000'

CATCH WIRE C-CLIPS
Used for securing bird netting or catch
wires
12.5-14 ga. 500/package

on this page-NETTING, HARVEST SUPPLIES & TRELLIS DIAGRAM
Phone 315-904-4007
Fax
315-904-4009
4041A Railroad Ave.
Williamson, NY 14589
Email sales@fingerlakestrellissupply.com

STOP IN AND CHECK OUT OUR SHOWROOM!
HARVEST SUPPLIES

GRAPE FORK
Tool safely and easily severs
clusters from the vine
GRAPE FORK
REPLACEMENT HEAD

HARVEST
RING KNIVES
Used for cutting twine and tube
tie as well as other tying material.

WELLS & WADE PICKING BAGS
GRAPE HOOK
Great tool for harvesting grapes
and cutting vines

Top of the line picking bag.
different size bags available. All are
steel framed with padded bottom &
adjustable straps
-water & mildew resistant. 7P104

**other types/styles available

TRELLIS DIAGRAMS

All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!

SPECIALTY TOOLS FOR SALE OR RENT
INSTALLATION TOOLS
SPINNING JENNY
Heavy duty wire dispenser. This helpful de
vice greatly eases the dispensing of hightensile wire. Coils are placed on the Spinning
Jenny and drawn out as the top cradle revolves at a speed which can be adjusted
with a tension or drag brake.

8’ STRETCHER BAR
Specially designed bars for installing metal deer fencing.
Other sizes are available. Includes 9 wedge locks
STRETCHER BAR PULLER

KNIPEX 8” MINI BOLT CUTTER
Heavy duty tool with notch for wire cutting

“4 in 1” FENCE TOOL
Wire cutter, crimper, wire gripper/
cable stripper and staple puller

4-SLOT WIRE CRIMPING TOOL
Tool for tightening a variety
of different crimps

SMOOTH WIRE PULLER

HARDWARE & FASTENERS
CRIMPS
2-3 short
2-3 long
3-4 short
4-5 short

12.5ga. 100pcs
12.5ga. 100pcs
10-11ga 50pcs
8-9ga.
50pcs

STAPLES 8 gauge Class III

GRIPPLE 8MM CUTTER

#40 - 1 3/4”-2,120pcs Double Barb

Tool for cutting braided
cable for Hops

#40 - 2”-1,600pcs Double Barb

QUICK VICE

Finishing connection for 12.5ga high
tensile wire projects

STAPLE DRIVER

QUICK SPLICE
WIRE TIE TWISTING TOOL

Wire connection for 12.5ga high
tensile wire projects
BRACE PINS for H Brace system
Long-10”
Short-5”

WIRE BENDING TOOL
Adds tension curve in wire fence to eliminate sag

HIGH TENSILE WIRE CUTTER
Designed for cutting high tensile steel wire

ON-LINE WINDER
EZ Daisy Tightener

CALL FOR A QUOTE TODAY!

Good Fences Make Good Neighbors
FARM FENCE SUPPLIES
Finger Lakes Trellis Supply carries a full
line of agriculture fencing products and accessories!
FENCE INSULATORS
Black Ring Insulator -multi-purpose insulators that screw
into your wood post, for high tensile wire projects- lag
bolt style provides anchoring strength, for use with
Poliwire or Polirope.
4" Fin Tube Insulator -provides line post for high
tensile wire fence projects- fin design prevents
insulator/wire from twisting after the insulator is
stapled to the line post.
20” & 24” Wraparound Insulators –simply thread
your high tensile or electric wire through the nonconductive polyethylene insulator and wraparound
your wood or steel post, nylon insert protects
insulator from being cut when the wire is tensioned.
Corner Donut Insulator -high-strength porcelain- used for
corners, ends, dips and rises.
Ultimate End Strain Insulator -HD insulator made of fiberglass filled material-strong and durable, for HT wire
Horsehead Insulator -decorative fence insulator screws
into wood post, which is perfect for big HT wire fencing
projects -easily installed and look sharp– also works with
Poliwire or Polirope.
DARE Rod Post Insulator - For round posts. Fits 1/4 to
9/16 diameter posts and 5/8 fiberglass T posts. Extends
wire 1 from post. Installs without tools. Adjustable while
current is “on. High density polyethylene with UV
inhibitors.

50' & 100’ Lead-Out Cable -for 12.5 gauge HT wire electrical fence connections. The lead-out cable can be
used for directional burial situations.
3-4 Fence Taps (12.5g Smooth) used with 12.5 or 14
gauge or 14 gauge high tensile wire. Essential electric
fence accessory.
Splitbolt Connector use to hook-up wires, jumpers and
ground wires.

FENCE GROUNDING ACCESSORIES
Bronze "Acorn" Style Rod Clamp -used on grounding rods
measuring up to 5/8" in diameter.
Hot Dipped Galvanized Ground Rod –zinc coated ground rods galvanized for protection against corrosion. The rods are 6 feet in
length and 5/8 inch in diameter

FENCE ENERGIZERS
**several plug-in/battery/ solar options
available. Ask us for more details!

FENCE POLYTAPES, POLYWIRE & POLYBRAID
FenceGard Wide Tape (1.57" dia.) thick polyethylene with 13 strands
of stainless steel wire
Polywire 6 - White (200m & 500m) blend of twine and stainless steel
wire, UV-stabilized twisted Polywire boasts durability, strength,
safety and conductivity- perfect portable fence material
Polywire 9 - White (400M) blend of twine and stainless steel wirehigh quality, UV-stabilized twisted polywire that boasts durability,
strength, safety and conductivity- perfect portable fence material
Polytape - White (200M) is a rugged 1/2" UV-stabilized polytape is
made of durable 5 strands, designed with weave
design which will withstand high winds.
9 Strand Polybraid (400m) built for durability,
strength, safety and electrical conductivity. Braiding process allows conductors to overlap for continuous current with breaking strength of 300lbs

FENCE HANDLES AND
GATE KITS
Compression Gate Handle –black plastic
or amber polycarbonate.
24” Spring Gate - The all-in-one gate kit,
includes 1 Black Compression Gate Handle,
1 galvanized 24' spring, 1 wood post pinlock
insulator, and 1 gate activator.

TENSION SPRING –heavy duty, indicates
amount of tension, acts as shock absorber,
maintains tension 10.75”

FENCE TESTER

MANY OF THESE ITEMS ARE
IN STOCK!
CALL FOR PRICES!

All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

Visit us online at
www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com
for full product line, tutorials and e-store!

PRUNERS, LOPPERS & SAWS
Felco pruning and cutting tools: a
leader in quality, durability and life
span.
FELCO PRUNERS
Felco 2- Classic model, easy, durable cutting adjustment/wire cutting notch/sap groove
Felco 4- Standard Model, riveted anvil blade. For
occasional use or garden maintenance.
Felco 5- Elementary mdl w/steel handles
Felco 6- Light, compact model for all types of
pruning. Tapered cutting head. Adapted for
small hands.
Felco 7- High-Performance model for intensive
pruning. Revolving handle spreads the cutting
effort. For professional pruning.
Felco 8- Leading ergonomic model for effortless
pruning. Angled cutting head
Felco 9- Leading ergonomic model for effortless
pruning, specially designed for left-handers.
Angled cutting head
Felco 10- Model identical to FELCO 7, but
specially adapted to left-handers.
Felco 11- Model recommended for all types of
pruning. Screwed-on anvil blade.
Felco 12- High performance, compact pruning
shears, recommended for small hands
Felco 13- Multi-purpose use w/ extra long left
handle for thick branches
Felco 31- Anvil Model. Beveled blade for easy
penetration *while supplies last
Felco 160L- Shear for large hands
Felco 20- Pruning shear, ideal for pruning trees,
vines, bushes and shrubs
Felco 800- Battery operated Pruner
- increased cutting power for intensive work. Super durable precision
formed aluminum body with Li-Io
battery technology.
Call for price!
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE!!!

Felco 200A-50 & 210A-60
Straight cutting head, slide resistant,
serrated anvil
-200A-50
-210A-60
Hickok – Tree Loppers
-26A - 26” overall length
-30A - 30” overall length
-36A - 36” overall length

Corona AL 6511-High torque bypass lopper- cuts up to 2”
branches, 26” aluminum
handles.
Corona AL 8400 Series-Orchard
lopper, replaceable radial arc
bypass blade, self-aligning pivot
bolt, cuts up to 1” branches
AL 8442 26”
AL 8462 32”
AL 848236”
HONEYCRISP STEM CLIPPERS
Superior
Hickok
Corona AG 4930-Grape Shear
Corona AG 5030-Forged Grape Shear
ARS 300L-fruit pruner
ARS 310-curved fruit pruner
Superior HP-5-hand Shear

SAWS
Corona RS 7265-folding pruning saw,
10” curved blade
Felco 600-folding saw, 6” blade
Felco 611 & 620 - pruning saw with
sheath & belt loop

Call us for 2019 Rental
Rates and Scheduling
(315)904-4007
Insurance coverage is required

INSTALLATION EQUIPMENT SALES & RENTAL!
HYDRAULIC FENCE STRETCHER
FOR RENT OR SALE

EXTREME POST DRIVERS
FOR RENT OR SALE

Daily or Weekly Rates Available

Daily or Weekly Rates Available

E
M
T
EN

R

SELF CONTAINED
TRAILER MOUNT
-drives up to 14.5ft posts

RENT ME!
BUY ME

NEW

!

Next Generation
Vibrating Post Driver

This fence stretcher attaches to either
a 3pt hitch or to skid steer. Try
installing deer fence one time
without this piece of equipment, and
you’ll understand why it’s necessary
to have one.

Install More Fence
Faster, Save Time
And Money!
-Hydraulic spike lifts and uprights heavy &
cumbersome 400lb wire fence spools
-Unrolls, stretches and tensions the fence
-Makes deer fence DIY installation quick
and easy

SELF PROVIDED INSURANCE RIDERS ARE REQUIRED FOR RENTAL
.

8’ DEER FENCE INSTALL KIT

This kit includes 2-8’ stretcher
bars, 2 stretcher bar pullers and
Gripple tool. Call Now!
All prices subject to change without notice, FLTS not responsible for errors or misprints

315-904-4007

4041A Railroad Ave.
Williamson, NY
14589

SEE OUR NEW SHOWROOM AND
CHECK OUT OUR INNOVATIVE
FENCE SOLUTIONS

E-store www.fingerlakestrellissupply.com sales@fingerlakestrellissupply.com

